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Evidence for the surface-diffusion mechanism of solution crystallization from molecular-level
observations with ferritin
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We employ atomic force microscopy to monitorin situ, in real time, the molecular processes of crystalli-
zation of ferritin, a protein that has an inorganic single-crystalline core that can be varied. We determine the
statistics of molecular attachment and detachment at the growth sites and find that the ratio of the fluxes in and
out of the kinks is significantly lower than expected, assuming direct incorporation of the molecules from the
solution. Determinations of the energy barrier for incorporation yield;30 kJ mol21, significantly higher than
expected for this mechanism. We conclude that attachment of molecules occurs via the surface adsorption
layer. The surface coverage resulting from this mechanism is;0.9, suggesting a growth mode different from
the classical surface diffusion mechanism.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.021606 PACS number~s!: 81.10.2h, 82.20.Yn, 82.39.Rt
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I. INTRODUCTION

During crystal growth from solution, the growth sites, t
kinks, are for many systems located along the edges of
unfinished crystal layers, the steps@1#. The solute molecules
have two possible pathways between the solution and
kinks: they can be directly incorporated@2,3#, or they can
first adsorb on the terraces between the steps, diffuse a
them, and then reach the steps@2,4#.

If a crystal grows by the direct incorporation mechanis
the competition for supply between adjacent steps is m
@3#. On the contrary, competition for supply confined to t
adsorption phase is acute@5#; it retards step propagation an
acts as a strong effective attraction between the steps.
dramatically affects the stability of the step train, the appe
ance and evolution of step bunches@6#, and, ultimately, the
crystal quality and utility@7#.

The two mechanisms can be directly discerned by mo
toring the adsorbed solute molecules on the crystal surf
similarly to experiments with metal atoms at lowered te
peratures@8#. However, during solution growth at room tem
perature, the diffusivity of the adsorbed species
;1028 cm2 s21 @9,10#, i.e., a molecule passes 100 nm
;0.01 s. Within situ atomic force microscopy, this distanc
is covered by the scanning tip typically in;0.1 s, i.e., im-
aging is too slow to detect and monitor the adsorbed m
ecules. Electron microscopy of flash-frozen samples ha
several cases revealed the presence of adsorbed solute
ecules on the crystal surface@11#; however, their participa-
tion in growth cannot be confidently judged by this tec
nique. As direct tests appear impossible, indirect evide
for the growth mechanism of several systems has b
sought.

For several solution-grown crystals, the growth mec
nism has been deduced by comparing the velocities of
lated steps to those of closely spaced steps. Similar value
the two velocities for silver@12# and calcite@13# were taken
as evidence of the direct incorporation mechanis
Conversely, slower growth of dense step segments
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interpreted in favor of the surface diffusion mechanism
potassium dihydrogen phosphate/ammonium dihydro
phosphate@9,14#, lysozyme @15#, and canavalin@10#. A
known problem for such mesoscale data is that the data
interpreted in favor of direct incorporation could also refle
a surface diffusion range shorter than the shortest step s
ration probed@13#. Thus, critical evidence about the grow
mode should be sought by studying the growth processe
the molecular level@16,17#.

As an example of such tests, we use the crystallization
the protein ferritin, which has molecules that are quasisph
cal and crystallize in a face-centered-cubic~fcc! lattice @18#.
Besides being a rather convenient model system, ferritin
workhorse in several research areas: nanoassembly, dru
livery, biomineralization, etc. The iron-containing core
ferritin can be replaced with other organic, inorganic, a
bio-organic compounds for various applications in these
eas@19#. Octahedral$111% faces dominate the crystal habi
Growth from solution purified by gel filtration@20# occurs by
the spreading of layers generated by surface nucleation.
steps interact at separations,10 molecular sizes@16,17#.
However, the interaction is mostly repulsive@21# and has
been attributed to loss of configurational entropy due to g
metric constraints imposed by the close spacing@6#; at longer
separations, the steps do not interact.

II. METHODS

We used atomic force microscopy with tapping imagi
mode forin situ monitoring of the crystallization processe
With the ferritin system, this allows submolecular resoluti
of about 16 Å @17#; the crystallization conditions and a
other experimental details were as in Refs.@17,22#. The solu-
bility of ferritin Ce535mg mL21. For the investigations of
the temperature effects, we mounted the sample ont
Peltier-cooled disk firmly attached to the scanner. This
lowed imaging in the range of 28–45 °C; to access 25 °C
20 °C, the room temperature was set to 18–20 °C.
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. The molecular mechanism of crysta
lization of ferritin. Brighter gray shades corre
spond to higher locations.~a! Growth step atC
570mg cm23, (C/Ce21)51. Chosen contras
setting hides the molecular structure of the low
layer. ~b! Distribution of molecules between
kinks on steps located;0.5mm apart, obtained
from images similar to~a! at the same (C/Ce

21). ~c! Incorporation of molecules into steps a
(C/Ce21)51. A pseudoimage recorded with th
scan axis parallel to the step disabled at tim
50, as in Refs.@16,17#, shows displacement o
one molecular site at the step. White conto
traces step position. Shifts of this contour to th
right correspond to molecules attaching to t
monitored site, shifts to the left reflect detac
ments of molecules; the number of such shi
and the time of monitoring, 128 s, are used
determine j 1 / j 2 and (j 12 j 2), as in Refs.
@16,17#.
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III. RESULTS

To characterize the molecular-level growth mechanism
the ferritin crystals, we imaged the step structure, and m
tored the flux of molecules into the step, as done before
apoferritin@16,17#. Figure 1~a! demonstrates the characteri
tic roughness of the growth steps on a ferritin crystal. Fig
1~b! shows the distribution ofnk , the separation between th
kinks. The meann̄k53.5, corresponding to mean kink de
sity n̄k

2150.28. Similar data at other ferritin concentratio
C and temperaturesT suggest thatn̄k may be a weak function
of T, and does not depend onC.

Figure 1~c! shows a pseudoimage recorded with disab
scanning along they axis so that the vertical coordinate b
comes the time axis. To test if imaging in this mode does
affect the molecular attachment, as in Ref.@16#, we per-
formed an area scan that includes the line along which
disabledy-axis scan occurred, immediately after the data c
lection in Fig. 1~c! ended. The respective image~not shown!
revealed that step motion is not inhibited or accelerated
the location of scanning, i.e., the chosen scanning param
ensured that step propagation was not affected by scan
over the same line for;2 min.

This type of data collection does not allow observatio
of the neighboring sites at the step. Hence, we cannot
rectly distinguish between molecules entering the line of
servation due to molecular diffusion along the step, or
exchange with either the terrace between the steps or
adjacent solution. While the latter results in step propaga
and growth, the former is a process that only involves re
rangement of molecules already belonging to the crystal
may not be associated with growth. Analyses of the ti
autocorrelation function of the step position@23#, analogous
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to those in Ref.@16#, yielded an exponent of13 for the larger
part of the data, indicating that the trace in Fig. 1~c! predomi-
nantly reflects the exchange of molecules between the
and its environment.

The net growth is two molecules for 128 s, leading to
average net flux (j 12 j 2)50.054 s21 ~j 2 denotes attach-
ment, j 2 denotes detachment! into the growth sites distrib-
uted with mean densityn̄k

2150.28, the ratioj 1 / j 2<21/19
51.105. The < sign reflects the undetected pairs
attachment/detachment events separated by residence
shorter than the scanning period 0.5 s. Such misses do
affect the net flux (j 12 j 2). Since there are no sources
sinks of molecules at the step other than the attachment s
the step growth ratev should equalan̄k

21 ( j 12 j 2) @24,25#,
where a is the molecular size: for ferritin,a513 nm. At
(C/Ce21)51, at which all data in Fig. 1 were collected, th
value of the step growth rate isv50.20 nm s21, equal to the
productan̄k

21 ( j 12 j 2). This equality indicates that the fer
ritin crystals grow by the attachment of single molecules
kinks located along the steps. Note that this equality is
limited significance. Thus, if the trace in Fig. 1~c! was inter-
rupted at 120 s, the productan̄k

21 ( j 12 j 2) would have been
higher than the measured step velocity. While a lower pro
uct would indicate either insufficient statistics or tip impa
in the disabledy-axis mode, higher values do not affect th
conclusions reached.

In the case of direct incorporation from the solutio
@25,26#,

j 12 j 25n1CeV expS 2
U0

kBTD F C

Ce
21G ,
6-2
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n15
D

La
, and

j 1

j 2
5

C

Ce
. ~1!

Here, U0 is the energy barrier for incorporation into th
kinks @3,24#; in the case of ferritin, it likely accounts for th
need to expel the water molecules structured around hy
philic patches on the surfaces of the incoming molecules
the molecules forming the kink@27#. V51.56310218 cm3 is
the crystal volume per ferritin molecule,D53.2
31027 cm2 s21 is the ferritin diffusivity @28#, andL is the
radius of curvature of the surface-molecule interaction pot
tial around its maximum atU0 @29#, and, hence, should be o
the order of a few water molecule sizes,;5–10 Å @30#. The
expression for the driving force (C/Ce21) relies on the fact
that for the ferritin/apoferritin pair, the activity coefficients
the growth solutiong and at equilibriumge , g'ge'1 @17#.
The step velocityv for this growth mode is

v5
a

n̄k
~ j 12 j 2!5

VCe

n̄k

D

L
expS 2

U0

kBTD F C

Ce
21G . ~2!

Analogous considerations for the case of growth via s
face diffusion yield, for the net flux into the step from th
surface,

j s12 j s25ns1nea
2 expS 2

Us0

kBTD Fns

ne
21G ,

ns15
Ds

Lsa
, and

j 1

j 2
5

ns

ne
, ~3!

wherens and ne are the surface concentration of adsorb
ferritin, and its equilibrium value, respectively;Us0 is the
energy barrier for incorporation into the kink from the su
face; andDs andLs are, respectively, the surface diffusivit
and curvature of the surfaceUs . For the step velocity, one
gets throughv5a/n̄k ( j s12 j s2) an expression analogous
Eq. ~2!.

Figure 1~c! reveals that atC/Ce52, j 1 / j 2<1.105. For
apoferritin, similar experiments have shown@16# that at
C/Ce53, j 1 / j 2<25/2251.14. For both proteins, these ra
tios represent gross violations of the last equality of Eq.~1!.
These violations cannot be attributed to depletion of the
lution layer adjacent to the crystal—this factor becomes s
nificant at ;1003(higher growth rates)@31#—and suggest
that the direct incorporation mechanism may not apply.
the case of Langmuir adsorption,ns5ns`C(B1C)21 ~B is
the Langmuir constant! andns /ne,C/Ce . Hence, the lower
ratios of the in- to outflux are compatible with a mechani
of incorporation from the state of adsorption on the surfa

Estimates of the rations /ns` using the j 1 / j 2 ratios
above yield 0.82 atC5Ce , 0.9 atC52Ce , and 0.93 atC
53Ce . Typically, in considerations of the surface diffusio
mechanism, it is assumed that one adsorption site is equ
lent to one lattice site so thatns /ns`51 corresponds to a ful
crystal layer. If this were the case here it is unlikely that t
closely packed adsorbed molecules would have the sur
mobility required for growth. This contradiction sugges
that the molecular adsorption sites are not the crystal lat
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sites in the layer under construction. The most likely can
dates for adsorption sites are the three types of surface
cancies, discussed in Ref.@16#. As shown in@32#, the surface
density of these defects is up to 10%, with distances betw
them 2–5 molecular sizes. Note that assuming adsorption
such sites would require significant modifications in the s
face diffusion model:~i! since their elastic energy varie
@32#, this would mean variable adsorption energy, contrary
a basic assumption of Langmuir adsorption;~ii ! the exchange
of molecules between the randomly distributed nonident
sites may follow unusual statistics and dynamics. It is co
ceivable that the suspected unconventional adsorption s
may be the main factor underlying the short surface diffus
range, discussed above.

For further tests of the growth mode, we examine the s
velocity law in Eq.~2!. The only unknown parameter here
the energy barrierU0 . Determinations ofv at four tempera-
tures and two ferritin concentrations in Fig. 2 yieldEtotal
54163 kJ mol. In Eq.~2!, Ce @33# and V do not depend
on temperature, andL is about the size of a few wate
molecules and, in a first approximation, does not dep
on T @30#. For a molecule following the Stokes law,D
5D0 exp(2Evisc/kBT), whereEvisc is the temperature facto
in an Arhenius-type expression for the dependence of
solvent viscosity on temperature. For NaCl solutions in
acetate buffer, it isEvisc57.4 kJ mol21 @34#. As shown
in @16#, n̄k has a weak near-exponential dependence oT
through the kink energyw53.8 kJ mol21. This leavesU0
'30 kJ mol21. This value is close to the 28 kJ mol21 found
as the average over systems ranging from inorganic s

FIG. 2. Dependencies of the step velocityv for growth of fer-
ritin on the temperature~a!, and in Arhenius coordinates~b!. j at
C/Ce54, h at C/Ce53. For each point, positions of advancin
steps were compared in sequences of molecular resolutionin-situ
antiferromagnetic images as in@16,17#; ;20 such determinations o
v were averaged. The error bars represent the 90% confidenc
terval of the average@36#.
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KAI CHEN AND PETER G. VEKILOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021606 ~2002!
through organics, to proteins and viruses@35#.
Substituting into Eq. ~2!, we get at C/Ce52, v

50.0014 nm s21, and atC/Ce53, v50.0028 nm s21. These
values are more than two orders of magnitude lower t
actually observed. The measured values of 0.20 and
nm s would requireU0'18 kJ mol21, beyond the range o
the determination in Fig. 2. This discrepancy supports
assertion that the direct incorporation mechanism is inap
cable to the growth of ferritin. We conclude that a mech
nism involving adsorption on the terraces better correspo
to the available data for ferritin. As noted above, in t
ferritin/apoferritin system the steps do not exhibit attract
at any step separation. We conclude that to account for
the characteristic surface diffusion length@2# must be shorter
than a few lattice parameters. Note that an investigation l
ited to data on the mesoscale step kinetics would have
cluded that the growth mechanism is direct incorporation

IV. DISCUSSION

A relevant question is why the energetics of the syst
select the surface diffusion mechanism over the direct inc
poration. This question can only be addressed with
molecular-level data available for the system. We note t
when the surface diffusion mechanism operates, the en
barrier determined from the data in Fig. 2 is a function of t
barriers of the elementary steps of this mechanism
should be denoted asUsum. As shown in @5,30#, Usum
5Uads2Udesorb1USD1Ustep, which are the barriers, respe
tively, for adsorption, desorption, surface diffusion, and
corporation into the step,~Fig. 3!. Since the energy effect o
one intermolecular bond of ferritin should be equal to that
apoferritin,f53kBT57.4 kJ mol21 @16#, we can safely as-
sume that for adsorption-desorption on a~111! fcc surface,
Uads2Udesorb5DHads523f5222 kJ mol21. Ignoring in-
teractions between the adsorbed molecules, the lowest
sible value ofUSD occurs when only one bond is broke
upon passage between two adsorption sites, henceUSD>f.
K

R

t.

S
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This yieldsUstep<44 kJ mol21, similar to the ammonium di-
hydrogen phosphate value@30#. Since an equal number o
bonds—three—are created during adsorption and incorp
tion into the step, we can roughly assumeUads'Ustep. Thus,
the highest barrier encountered by a molecule en route to
kink is <44 kJ mol21. For direct incorporation into kinks, fo
which all six bonds are created simultaneously,Ukink;Uads
1Ustep'88 kJ mol21. A crude estimate yields that thi
would make growth via this pathway slower by a factor
;exp@(88 000244 000)/RT#;108.
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FIG. 3. The energy landscape of the surface diffusion mec
nism. For notations, see text. Then see Ref.@37#.
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